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PREFACE 

In addition to the most famous work of Arany (Toldi) his 
name may be synonymous to the expression „ballad”. In 
the course of his life he wrote 24 ballads, most of them 
bear some Hungarian relations, by all means can be some-
how bound to Hungary. Out of the eight ballads of this 
volume four of them belong to the so-called „historic cycle 
of ballads”, four can be classified as belonging to the „oth-
ers” category defined by I. Sőtér. 

Both „Rákóczi’s wife” and „Rozgonyi’s wife” are of his-
toric background and both demonstrate the provess of 
Hungarian women. These are of different structure, dif-
ferent rhythm but are related to the historic past. 

„The Welsh bards” is the only non Hungary-related 
ballad but at the time when Arany wrote it (1857) it was a 
reference to the situation in Hungary of that time. Its 
versification and the abundence of internal rhymes make it 
unique even among the Arany-ballads. 

In „King László V” a historic event is reflected: the jail-
breaking of prisoners (Kanizsa, Rozgonyi), the king’s 
flight to Prague and Mátyás’s carry off are historic facts. 
The short lines of six syllables and the with-nothing-to-
rhyme of last lines of each stanza serve to increase ten-
sions. 

„Bor the Brave” is unique in the Hungarian ballad lit-
erature concerning first of all its structure. The guide line 
is the love beyond the grave, this enwinds on the story of 
mystery bases. The form derives probably from Central or 
East Asia, we do not know where Arany discovered it. 
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RÁKÓCZINÉ 

Mi lelt téged bús gilice madárka? 

Párom után nyögdécselek bezárva; 

Vas kalitkám csillog-ragyog, aranyos: 
De a lelkem, – 

Hejh! a lelkem 

Fenekéig zavaros. 

 

Mi lelt, mi lelt, szőke asszony, kékszemű? 

Társam után az én szivem keserű: 
Oroszlányom viaskodik csatában, 

Én pediglen 

Fogva vagyok 

Büszke Bécsnek várában. 

 

Büszke Bécsnek rettenetes császárja! 
Minek engem itt tartani bezárva? 

Miért reszket koronádnak gyémántja? 

Elbocsáthatsz: 

Gyönge kezem 

Koronádat nem bántja. 
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RÁKÓCZI’S WIFE 

What’s taken you, dearest birdie, why you grieve? 

I moan for my mate, imprison’d like a thief. 

My iron cage shin’s and glints, is made of gold: 
But soul of mine, – 

Hey! soul of mine 

Is confus’d and I’m not bold. 

 

What’s taken you, fair-hair’d woman with blue eyes? 

My poor heart wants my mate, in thought to him flies: 
My brave lion contentds in far in the fight, 

And I’m and I’m 

Imprison’d here 

In fort of proud Bécs, in fright. 

 

Fearful emp’ror of proud Bécs don’t take as mock! 
Why keep you me imprison’d here, behind lock? 

Why ’s trembling the diamond of crown of your own? 

You can set free: 

Frail hand of mine 

Will not hurt your golden crown. 
 


